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34 History Means Interpretation 

Evaluating testimony as it invariably shifts is not simple. La Capra 
0998) draws a line between che expectable influence of_cime and c~ncexc 
upan how we hear testimony versus che conmved or dd1berace mampul~
cion of the concext by the wicness or lustonan. Thus, wh,le Lanunann s 
Shotth is widely viewed as a documentary, La Capra reveals chat 1t co~cams 
testimonv that is incricarely staged. For example, che filmmakers inter
view "'ith ,he snrvivor Abraham .Bomba - a barber who had shorn the ha,r 
of Jews along cheir path to che gas chambe~ - takes ~~ace in_ an emp',y 
barber shop renced to mimic reality, and ~he customers are h,red a~c~rs. 
Notably, chis staging is not made exphc1t ,n _,he _film. Such an om,ss,on 
exists alongside Lanzmann's choice to avoid h,sconcal footage from e1thec 
the ghettos or che death camps, iconic imagery that tends to reinforce con
trived HolOC''1USt cropes. Acrual survivor tesnrnony 1s Lanzmann s. most 
evocative and authentic alternative. yec manipulations of suc~1 testtm~ny 
have the opposite effecc upon the viewer, so clue Lanzmann is managing 
our responses while feigning the opposite. In other conttxcs lanzmann has 
apparently claimed that Shoah is not a historical documentary _bur a work 
of arc (la Capra, 1998, p. 96). This is not, however, the 1mpcemon the film 
consistently makes. 

La Capra also critiques Lanzmann's incerv(ewing style. He _notes a scene 
in which the filmmaker insists chac the surv,vor Bomba co~rinue to speak 
about a particularly harrowing moment. Such a provocative method, La 
Capra fears, may force rhe actual ".'ictim_ to reti:•e traumat1z1n~ evenrs, 
"'hilt concea1ing Lanzmaoo's "own 1ntrus1veness m asking-quesr100s chac 
prod the victim to che point of breakdown" (p.123). That Lanzmann 
orchestrates the direction and tenor of the interview is not merely a matter 
of his putting his s,tbject through unnece~sary pain .. For che purposes of 
any hiscorical projecc, it once again mils 1nto quesuon the usefulness of 
cescimonv when a witness interferes WlCh the narrative. . 

Still, ;he line between deliberate and unb_idd~n influence is rh1n, 
for tescimony can neirher be given noc heard obiecave~. As many a post
modern psychoanalyst has noted, since Heisenberg (19) 2) we have known 
that all observers uowirtingly alter chat which ,_s under study, subtlt or 
minutely changing the ()Utcome. Moreover, each ot>servauon alters wtth the 
perspective from which a thing or event is viewed. In this sense there is no 
fact nor hiscocical truch in che singular, overarching sense. The goal must 
be an expanded, multifaceted, rather than a definitive, understanding. 

Martin Bergmann 

My meeting with Professor Marcin Bergman~ (20 I 0), celebraced scholar, 
clinician, and historian provides a case 111 point. Bergman~, let _us recall, 
helped draft the report (Bergmann & Jucovy, l 982) of the p1oneenng scudy 
group of anal)'Sts and rheir families who v.•ere Holocaust survivors. In the 
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report, the ru.1.al~·srs were said co e..xhibit two sorts of "resistances" in cheir 
work, eirher placing a "persistent emphasis'' on the Holocaust ac cheexpeose 
of ocher data, oc else "ignoring'' its role as a causative agenc in tbe pathology 
of the patient. To this Bergmann and Jucovy added the thought chat it is 
"not irrelevant co poinr out that the group of investigators who participated 
in [rhe} srudy consists of survivors, refugees who--esrnping the Holocausc
came to the United States," along with a few American-born Jews. "Every 
member of the group was therefore confronted wich the necessity of reliv
ing some portion of an unmastered pasc" (pp. 248-249). Some analysts 
seemingly could nor let go of it, while others apparently put it perhaps too 
far from their minds. A notable example of the latter process, according co 
Kestenberg ( 1982, p. 41 n), one of che founders of the Holocaust Study 
Group, can be observed in Heinz Kohuc's published case of "Mr. A" (also 
mentioned briefly in Chapter I of this volume), whose symptoms were 
closely related to surviving the Shoah and )'et were understood by his ana
lyst only in rerms of pre-Oedipal pathology. 

When I interviewed Bergmann, this pioneer in the psychoanalytic srudy 
of the Holocaust was hesitant to agree that the Nazi scourge had any direct 
impact on his ov;•n professional development. It was not, he explained, 
merely rhat he himself was neither exile nor survivor in the strict sense. 
He was born in Prague in 1913, and in the 1920s emigrared with his par
ents and siblings to Palestine when his father accepted a position as 
Professor of Philosophy at The Hebrew Uni,•ersity. While his aunts, uncles, 
and cousins were killed by Nazis, Bergmann felt thar rhese losses were not 
painfully or ccaumatically significant co bim because his major attachments 
were co his parents and siblings. Rather, he views his choices through rhe 
lens of Freudian theory. He shared char his scholarly pursuit of Freud could 
be understood as symbolic of an Oedipal civalcy with his father, who was 
himself a renowned scholar and an inrimate of Kafka. Ot1ring his analysis, 
Bergmann maintained, the Viennese analyse Fenichel, wbo had previously 
analyzed Bergmann's unmarried analyst Edith Jacobson, "stood in" for the 
father during Sergmann·s creatmenr. Thus, as analysand, Bergmann 
embarked upon a mission to learn more about Freud chan Fenichel, who 
had written the definitive rext on metapsychology. 

In response, I initially wanted to convince Bergmann that emigre ana
l)'sts were perhaps too close to the glare of the catastrophe of the century, 
and thus shielded their eyes from the trauma. Nor was I able to consider 
that we might both be correct, neither one of us possessing the corner on 
"truth." Interestingly, Bergmann's wife, the analyse Maria Bergmann, 
appacencly had a cuffecent view, one closer to my preconceptions. During 
an interview with the German analysr Wirch (2002) she stated that "after 
the war, the 6rsr generation of the psychoanalysts could not deal with the 
Holocaust at all. The analysts were not even interested when their patients 
wanted co share their stories about ir" (p. 109).~ When I asked Bergmann 
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about the Wirth inrerviev.•, he claimed that ultimately he himself had felt 
motivated to recognize ,he Holocaust because the surviv_ors he had_ been 
treating were not helped bi• ,he uadi,ional focus upo~ i:he1r p'.e-war, 111tca
psvchic conflicr. He realized chat their actual life expenences, _their 
H~locaust craumas, had co be addressed as chey influenced the quality of 

their inner I ives, or ,he treatment would fail. . 
Interestingly, there seemed to be a shifc in the narure of our c~nversanon 

when Bergmann asked me a less formal, more affect-laden quesnon, and we 
were no longer discussing the history of psycho_analyc,c theory and tech
nique. He felt curious about my interest in the Holocaust, _he said, parr'.cu
larly because I ,vas from a younger generation, and born m the US. With 
undisguised pleasure aod gr~titude ?,• remarked, ''! do_n': know a sou_l. 1n 
your generation who cares like this. I shared my family s srory, parncu
larly my Polish-Frencl1 grandmother's odyssey, noting the cultures _she lose 
and the siblings she left behind who were killed. We spoke of the difficulty 
of mourning. Bergmann generously offer;d som~ readi_ng _material that he 
felt might belp me.! then dared co ask,' If my moe_r l,fe !SM work 1n my 
interesr, whac abom yours?" Bergmann's expression J.£!1med1ately changed, 
as if a light had cucned on. "Ah!'' he said, "You w~nc t~ know what 1s 
unconscious for mt in this!" At this point our 111terv1ew ~1me ;"as up, yec 
Bergmannt after sta.cjng chat he was ''caktn ln .. but ·•r~m~ed t1me to con
sider my question," graciously offered to meet me again, ,n order ro con-

tinue our inquiry. , . 
What had happened becween us' Perhaps Bergmann and I had a · nght 

brain to right brain" communication, as che neuropsychoanalysts would 
characterize it. Perhaps we were then better able to link our narranves and 
conrain cheaffect char was by its nacure dysregulating:. Our subsequent meet
ings "'ere indeed characterized less by logica_l dueling, and yielded a much 
more complex experience, particularly regarding the ways ,n which chose we 
loved who had in rurn lose their loved ones, had an impact on our profes
sional incerests and choices. Sitting in bis office full wich some of the European 
Yiddi!hkeit char the Nazis otherwise destroyed-photos of shred Jews and 
ocher pieces of arc-Bergmann went on to recall chat his father referred to h1~ 
murdered relatives and friends as "the kidmhim," Hebrew for "che holy ones. 

A Dialectic of Memories 

Such a dialogue as evolved berween myself and Bergmann will produce 
what Laub calls "a dialectic" of memories (p. 62), focused not only on faces 
and data, bur on che rextured nanue of experience. As Suleiman (2006) puts 
ic, ir is che personal or subjective memory, as opposed to pubhc memory. 
In this general context Laub speaks of a woman who gave cestJmony about 
a revolt she witnessed at Auschwitz, when rhe crematona were sabotaged. 
He describes the great change in her demeanor. Ac first 
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Her presence was barely noteworthy in spite of the overwhelming 
magnirude of the catastrophe she was addressing. She tread lightly, 
leaving hardly a trace ... 

Bue then she abruptly changed: 

She was relating her memories as an eyewitness of the Auschwitz 
uprising: a sudden intensity, passion and color were infused into the 
narrative. She was fully there. "All of a sudden," she explained, "we 
saw four chimneys going up in flames, explodins. The flames shot inro 
the sky, people were running. It was unbelievable." 

(Laub, 1993, p. 59) 

Laub is impressed by the transformacionofrhis woman's "monotonous and 
lamenring cone" jnro .... aliveness'' and an "explosion of viral icy" as she recalls 
the revolt, as if"a comet of intensity" had briefly passed through the scene 
as she testified. Io keeping with leveoson's notion of the connection 
between words and acrs, Laub links che change in her behavior co the shift
ing content in the story as she related the movement from helpless passiv
ity co armed resistance. Yer, after watching che same videotaped tesrimony, 
a historian-who was not an analyst-<laimed that the speaker was not a 
reliable witness. Why' Because the number of crematoria chimneys the 
woman remembered was incorrect. Ia response-, Laub, who had witnessed 
che womao's testimony himself, defends her narrative, noting char che 
number of chimneys is irrel!!Vanr to die usefulness of her narrative. 
He insists that she was testifying about 

somerhing else, more radical, more crucial: the reality of an unimagi
nable occnrrence. One chimney blown up in Auschwitz was as incred
ible as four. The number mattered less than the fact of the occurrence. 
The event itself was almost inconceivable ... She testified to che break
age of a framework. That was hiscorical truth. 

(p. 60) 

An.ocher traditional historian, however, was stiU not deterred, for noc only 
was the survivor incorrect abour the chimneys, bur also about the signifi
cance of the revolt, which ended in failure. \Xfocse, the sonderkommando4 
who blew up the crematoria were betrayed by the Polish underground, who 
had promised ro come co their aid, bur ultimately did not. The Jewish men 
who set the explosions, and some of the women prisoners who helped them 
procure the explosives, were left to fight and die alone. They were nor only 
shot, buc tortured beforehand so that rhei• might reveal their suppliers. 

Did the "-\'Oman v.,ho testified remember the even cs tocorrectl)•, misunder
standing the inner arc of this piece of history? Perhaps, buc only in the 
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context of public memory. Her private memory tells us something that is 
also historically accurate, but this time about the monotony and helplessness 
at Auschwitz juxtaposed against an incredible, if transient act of free will, 
Indeed, Laub adds that had he known the full details of the underground's 
betrayal of the Jewish fighters, it might have interfered with his capacity to 
witness, to hear the woman's sto1y without subverting it to his own agenda, 
Whatever nuanced implications are contained in public, intellectual memory 
can sometimes be a bar to private memory, but honoring both can allow our 
understanding of the other to deepen, and expands our awareness. 

It is, however, difficult to appreciate another point of view while in the 
throes of one's own subjectivity. Yet this obviously remains a central, if 
elusive psychoanalytic goal-for both patient and analyst. The psychoana
lyst and author Anton Kris, son of the Viennese ego psychologist Ernst 
Kris, displayed this kind of openness to ideas less familiar to him, utilizing 
his rich mix of intellectual and clinical acumen, together with personal 
reminiscences of a childhood and an early adulthood spent at the center of 
post-World War II psychoanalysis in America. Sitting with him I was 
immediately struck by his capacity to listen, to witness. 

Anton Kris 

"I was an embryo on Freud's couch," Kris said at one point, "because my 
mother, Marianne Kris, was in analysis with Freud when she was pregnant 
with me." This seemed a good moment for me to quip, "Can I touch your 
hand?" We both laughed, and I added, "Do you think Freud and his theo
ries were reified by refugee analysts after the war?" To this Kris responded, 
"Yes. My training in Boston [at the Boston Institute for Psychoanalysis] 
was very rigid. I was much better before it, and even better long after it." 
He continued, however, 

I am not sure this reification and rigidity can be attributed to Hitler or 
emigration. Everyone who knew him [Freud], noticed that the force of 
the man was colossal ... and he knew how to rally people, how to use 
them to forward his ideas. 

Later, he added, speaking of the emigres in relation to Freud, 

It may be that after they were expelled, the rallying around him, 
around psychoanalysis, gave them a place, a position in an alien world. 
But why was it such an orthodox world? I don't know. Maybe it's true 
that the orthodoxy made it too important, and that was the point. 

Continuing our conversation, I asked Kris to describe what he knew of 
those times, adding that after Hitler took power, life in Vienna was imme
diately problematic for those identified as Jewish by the Nazis. Kris smiled. 
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"My father resigned from his job the day of the Anschlms. We went to 
England where things were much better." He noted that Anna Freud, who 
enjoyed a dose professional and personal relationship with his father, had 
also emigrated there. "[My father] regretted leaving England," Kris ended. 

When I asked why he left, Kris explained, "He had two children-I 
have a sister-who could be killed in the bombings. But I don't think he 
ever recovered from leaving England." I persisted. "Do you think that his 
loss affected the nature of his work?" 

Kris answered, "My father died when I was 22 and I was not yet an ana
lyst. I couldn't know about these things then ... I am sorry I am not able 
to give you the answers you want." 

But Kris was wrong about this. His openness and attention to detail 
were quite valuable to my understanding, especially when he went on to 
hypothesize: 

I do know that the orthodoxy was a stifling thing, and not neces
sarily was it always the case. For instance, I was later told that the 
analyst's silence was not part of the Viennese tradition. The notion of 
"pure" abstinence in this way was partly English and American. The 
person who really broke into this was Kohut; he was the first to change 
things. 

I once again wondered out loud whether such purism was a reaction to loss 
and change, some sort ofteification of the past that invariably runs the risk 
of becoming distorted. I added that perhaps it was Kohut's experience of 
being humiliated and devalued by the Nazis, in which some essential sense 
of himself was threatened, that contributed to his focus on the problems of 
narcissism. Kris found this notion intriguing, but felt he could offer no 
evidence (see Thomas Kohut, Chapter 1 of this volume, for further com
mentary on this hypothesis). Yet he did volunteer an important idea: 

Freud's view of human nature and of therapeutic action was utterly 
radical, but he used the established positivist scientific approach to 
describe and validate psychoanalysis. I suppose he was ambivalent 
about how outside the margins he was. Rather than say that transfer
ence can't be measured along the usual lines, he tried to make psycho
analytic ideas and technique systematic. This was Freud's ambivalence 
about the nature of what he discovered, and his ambition. He wanted 
to be a universally accepted scientist, like Darwin, but he really needed 
to think of psychoanalysis as a thing apart. He needed to develop a new 
methodology to study it. 

"But why," I continued, "didn't the emigres who carried on the tradition 
see this flaw? Why did they persist in the systemization?" "They were 
responding to the times," Kris suggested, 
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Or maybe your idea-tbac they were resp<lnding to. what they had 
suffered and losr is true, but I have yec tO see rhe evidence that this 
rigid and even xenophobic accitude came from what happened to them 
in Europe. I see your point but I don't see che proof. 

He thought a minute, and then suggested some _sources that mighc reveal 
some of che personal views of che analyses of the rn1:e, for wh1chl expressed 
genlline gratitude. "Some is in German. If you cant find a traosl~cor, I will 
try co help," he added. ·•1 think your research and yol\r thesis are very 

imporcanr.'' . . . . . 
Only in recrospecc) upon rev1e~rmg our 1nte_rv1et,:. ~oes. it occur co :ne 

chat perhaps an "ambivalence" cowards embracmg radical ideas was being 
laved out between Dr. Kris and myself. To beg,n with, our co~versat,on 

fnv~lved challenging the version of psychoanalysis as a .. science· free from 
outside influence. Moreover> we were questioning the conventional version 
of che European emigres, rhac they were simply lucky to escape and save 
psychoanalysis, successful in America and England 111 ways chey never 
imagined before the war. I hoped that I might 6nd some document, so?'e 
biographical statement in which one or another analyst from the period 
would reveal the link between his or her experience of the Nazi scourge and 
its impact on the course of a new psychoanalysi_s, ~-n impac_t as p'rofo~nd as 
it has been unspoken. My quest for "proof posmve makes tts O"- n example 
f Levenson's "harmonic variations" benveen words and acts, for, as I have 

?mplied, I enacted the same ent(enchmenc regarding methodology thac 
Kris had spoken of regarding Freud a~d the_ early psychoanalysts-an 
atcachment co a positivist method. This desptte having hearc'.ly_ agreed 
with Kris's critique; l simply assumed chat my enthusiasm for his insights 
was protected by the more self-reflexive disran;e of time and ~lace! I~ seems 
in retrospect rhat Kris, too, hoped [ might nnd more rangible evidence, 
perhaps his part in che enaccmenr of which I speak. . . . 

Jn face, however, since most documencs reflect che zeitgeist of th~ nme, or 
remain silent on matters chat are too provocative and by nece~1cy un~or
mulated the written material thac Kris snggested--aucobiograph_ical 
accounts• wriu:en by analyses-provided me with very_ little ev1dentt~t}' 
assistance. Yet, thanks ro Kris's testimony, I became pnvy to a fuller p•c• 
ture than I had known before. I began co see that Freud tl~e man had already 
cast a long shadow upon psychoanalysis across two conuneots. even as che 
greater European catastrophe may have fort!ier reified his presence. That 
his metapsychology became rigidified over nme is a ~ond,1s,on shared ~y 
each analyst I iocerviewed, but the reasons for ch,s re16cat1on •_re noc uni
versally agreed upon, nor can we conclude that they are determined by the 

Holocaust alone. . 
Finally, Kris's private-memories counter some_of tht c~ndus1~ns dra_wn 

by ochers Q.•ho do not possess his first hand view of h,swry, including 
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myself. For example, he flatly disagreed wirh Russell Jacoby's (1984) 
hypothesis that che politically active Fenichel was in effect driven to his 
death bee<,•een his emigration-expulsion really-from Europe and cbe 
difficulty of adapting to che highly medicalized version of psychoanalysis 
he found in America. Kris told me, "I don't agree with cheJacoby hypoth
esis on Fenichel. Fenichel djed of a Berry brain aneurysm, which is a con
genital conrution ... In fact we saw him just before he died and he was 
quite well." Later, afcer reading a preliminary draft of chis manuscript, Kris 
reminded me chat he was but 11 years old the last time he saw Fenichel 
and perhaps less aware rhan an adult, although during our interview he did 
remember Fenichel looking well. Jacoby, conversely, paints Fenichel as a 
figure palpably changed by his ordeal in the US. Kris, an M.D. as "'ell as 
an analyst, holds to che view chat a rupture of a Berry aneurysm is con
genitally determined, rather chan stress induced. 

What am I to do wich these conBicting pictures? I shall assume they 
both bave meric, and represent truths seen through the eyes of various 
individuals at various momencs. They may not be L\nconditionally valid, 
buc likely caprnre the complexity of Fenichel's time in America and the 
subjecciviry of the observer during an era boch hopeful and tragic. 

On the Other Side of the World: 
Dori Laub and Otto Kernberg 

If there are those who remain silenc or at least uncertain regarding the 
impact of the Holocausc in psychoanalysis, there are other analyses I inter
viewed who are less reticenc regarding its influence. Dori Laub (personal 
1ocerv1ew, 2010)expressed the sentiment of manv when he claimed to have 
been "fortunace not to be connecced to the mainstream." Otto Kernberg 
(personal 111terview, 2010) similarly counted himself lucky that he was free 
to think about ideas outside of the narrow range of what was known as 
"classical psychoanalysis." 

As a young boy we escaped from Auscria to Chile. I was lucki• to be 
trained at a small inscirute at che end of the world. And first I started 
out in medical school in Chile with teachers like Ignacio Matte Blanco
he was very open. I had a lot of good, creative models before and during 
medical school, and then I read Freud, [ liked Adler, too, and Jung was 
ioceresting and compleic. Nobody told me what was acceptable or unac
ceptable. However when I came to the US I was really impressed by 
how regimented pose-war psychoanalysis was. I was first io Topeka, 
Kansas, at the Meninger Foundation, and chen in New York. 

Over time Kernberg's work brought together Freud's energic and strnctural 
models, developmental ego psychoJogy, and the British object relations 
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,heories of Klein and Fairbairn. In ocher words, Kernberg broke ch tough 
fixed boundaries of discrete theories of psychic strncture and pathogenes,s 
in post-war America. In chis way he revolutionized the underscandmg and 
treacment of Borderline patients and what he refers to as "severe character 
disorders." Keroberg put it this way: 

In che late 1960s and 1970s, I began co notice the compatibilities 
becween Ego Psychology and the Bricish School. So I started wnung, 
and pointing to ,hem. And I i_mmediately came under arrack. Melan,e 
Klein was noc acceptable, for rnstance. 

He added rhat the Viennese who came to America "idealized whac rhey had 
lost .. jn Europe, and experienced new ideas as a threat co that 1deahzat1on. 
He continued: 

The work of Edith Jacobson and Margaret Mahler were al~o very close 
co the ideas I de,•e.loped, and Fairbairn, too. But the pomt ,s rhat_ I was 
combining all these separate ideas in a new wa}' and at first this was 
very, very difficulc; ic was not so acceptable then. 

Dori Laub also felt fortunate co have had a Swedish analyst while in train
ing at the Austin Riggs center in Stockbridge, Massachusett~, berween 
1967 and 1969. His analyst had knowledge of liberated survivors fro:° 
camps who gave impossibly precrilied depositions as they recovered m 
Swede~. Laub v.•as told chat rhese snrvivors "claimed to have been g1v~n 
breakfast in bed at the camp.'' He also described Polish women wh_o sa'.d 
"the coffee in Theresieoscadt was better chan what they were gemng in 

Sweden." The similarity co what Laub had been remembering from child
hood was palpable. Laub went on: 

It was then ,hat he stopped me ... He interrupted mi• descriptions of 
my idyllic childhood on the banks of the river Bug [m the Ukraine]. 
B~cause f was not able 10 know abour it . , . There were _sounds of the 
Nazi death squads killing Jews on the orher side of th_e nver; 1ns1e~d I 
said J was playing in the green fields with another child and debanng 
whether or n~t you could eat grass ... Soon we 6gured out this had 
someching ro do with hunger ... because 1 was starving. 

Bur Laub says that his analyst was the excepcioo. "Most clinicians didn·, 
explore these things. It "'as all about infancile neuros,s." When he began 
ro write about crauma, and co-founded what are now the For,'.unoff 
Archives of Holocaust Testimony at Yale Univecsiry, Laub told ,:n••. I was 
non-exiscent co mainstream psychoanalyses ... I was never 1nv1~ed t?, 
speak at the American meetings, never ro Western New England lnstituce. 
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As ir happens, one of Laub's widely revered, beloved supervisors at chat 
parcicular Institute was himself a Jew and a leftist who fled the Nazis on 
fear of death. 

He was a wonderful supervisor, bur even he did not see the trauma in 
my patienr's life. The patient's father was lost in the Pacific during the 
war and my supervisor focused on her jealousy ... No one asked about 
rhe father, or the intergenerational transmission of trauma ... The 
analysis failed ... The patienr would scream at me and a colleague nexr 
door heard and asked me, "What are you doing 10 her?" 

Overall, laL1b explained, posr-World War II analysis was not open co a 
mixed model of pathogenesis because, he feels, "orthodoxy became an 
armor, the theory became cheir armor, ro leave no opening for some 
memory, some recognition of what had happened 10 creep in." 

Other clinicians I interviewed who were trained in the interpersonal 
cradition, and thus similarly outside the classical mainstream, tend to 
speak rather directly of the ways in which the Holocaust and the Nazi 
scourge inBuenced rheir work. The analyst and author Paul Lippmann 
(personal interview, 2010), a first-generarion American whose Jewish 
family languished and died in the ghetcos of occupied Poland, speaks 
openly of the impacr of the Shoah on himself and on bis professional life, 
particularly in his focus on dreams (2002) and personal history. He, and 
ochers whose testimony may be read in Chapter 7 of this volume, simply 
assume rhat their exposure ro Nazism in some way impacted their profes
sional sensibilities. 

Yee, paradoxically, we may find ourselves at the far side of the post
modern swing of the pendulum, in che midst of an overemphasis on the 
surround, and at a loss for enduring concepts or theories of mind chat tran
scend history. The testimony of Bergmann and Kris act as correctives to 
chis inclination, reminders that thinkers and cheir theories may a.lso tran
scend the moment and cast light and shadows to be considered alongside 
context. Again, a multiplicity of factors affected psychoanalysis during and 
after National Socialism, from borh "''ithin and without its ranks. 

If a straight line from the Nazi scourge to post-Holocaust psychoanalytic 
theory and technique thus cannoc be drawn, consider thar even chose 
engaged in the "hard" sciences do nor expect 10 follow crystalline paths 
towards singular results. Levenson (1972) quotes Bertrand Russell, who 
says, "I have wished co know how the stars shine, I have tried to apprehend 
the Pythagorean power by which numbers hold sway above the flux. 
A lictle of chis, but nor much I have achieved" (p. 217). Inscead, exploring 
the governance of rhe universe, how people grow, or, more specilically, the 
imersection between personal trauma and psychoanalytic discourse requires 
following what Levenson calls "rhe melody of change" (p. 217). 
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Notes 
l'\umcrous fmignf analysrs l have interviewed commenced upon how many 
more professiooa.l opportunicies they enjoyed in che U.S. as. oppo~ed co c~e 
future they imagined in Eur0p¢. Yet many also revealed having missed their 
birthplace t◊ one degree or anocher. 

2 Incerescingly, psychoooalysc Marvin N1erenber~. (person~l m~e:"1ew, 2011) 
recalls 1\iederland as che supervising analyst ofl\u:'('enberg s tra1nmg <ase. The 
paricnr was 2 child of a Holocaust survivor, imd Nie~ed~nd reportc~ly stay~ 
dose co che sessjo0 materjaJ, helpi1)g his student co mru~ca1~ an analync, that J~• 

an open minded and generative attitude and process, w1~h hcde or no em~hasls 
on presumptive theory. Perhaps chis reminiscence re.mmds us that i_>llbhshe~ 
\vork does not always match che privacy of c.he .. consulc.mg roo~. Put d1,fferend), 
the affective- responsh.•eiiess generated w1Cbtn an m(('racuve matr:x-bot.h 
supervisory and cherepeutic-does nor always fie che cheory, or a prescnbed, ret
fied cechnique. for m.1ny of the- reaso1)S discussed ~n chis volwr:e, , . 

3 Anna Omsrein similarl)' retayed chac she hid wnccto a nanativ~ of her expert• 
ences io Auschwitz for her firsc analyse co read. He did ~oc t~ke u: from hei:~ buc 
she pe.rsisced a.od lefc it with his seerccarr, who aga1n cried co rerurn u co 
Ornstein (personal incerview, 2010). . .. . 

4 s~11Jerfttmnt'Jando, cranslaced from che Gtrmao, httrally me-ans spec1a! c~m
mando, ·• buc js actually a cuph1:mism for che brigade ofJe"-'S w~o led che1r _kin,$• 
men aod women into che gas chambers, and chen burned the~r dead bod1e-.s 1~ 

the crematoria. After a few weeks or months, chey, coo, lve.re k1lled, ceplaced by 
a new ,.commando'' forced into che same job, in an ongoing cycle. Thac ~hese 
Se'\'erely craumaci:ctd men maintained enough personal agency co organize a 
revolt is astonishing indeed. 

Chapter 3 

Not Gentle Creatures 

The e1emeoc of truch behind a11 this, which people are so ready co disa
vow, is chac men are not geode creatures .. 

(Sigmund Freud, Civi/if4#(!1t and iJS DiJ(()ntentJ, I 930, p.l l l) 

When Hitler marched into Vienna in 1938, rhe geographical and inrerper
sonal map of psychoanalysis was changed forever. The Fceud family Bed 
after rhe Gestapo repeatedly searched their home, impounded their posses
sions, loored the Vedag (rhe psychoanalyric press in Vienna), retained Anna 
at headguarrers for hours, and exrorred large sums of money in exchange 
for safe passage (fdedlander, 2007). Along with scores of Central European 
colleagues, they found both refuge and Melanie Klein's dominant voice in 
London, a simation nor altogerher pleasing to them. Sigmund Freud died 
less rhan a year later, and Anna, already a prominenr child analysr, took up 
his srandard as heir apparenr. 

The year 1940 marked che beginning of rhe London ·'Bliri'-rhe Nazis' 
lighrning war of relentless aerial bombing-bur the emigres, classified as 
"enemy aliens," were not permitted co escape ro the countryside nor co join 
the army, as so many of rheir EngLsh colleagues had done. A sudden major
ity ar lnstirure meerings, rhey became bent upon identifying rhe "rrue" 
psychoanalysis ro be taugbr and practiced. Fricrion only intensified when 
Klein and her followers returned in 194 I as atracks on rhe cicy eased. 
While Anna Freud disranced herself from those who recommended com
plere censorship of Klein (Makari, 2008), she did propose meerings
culminacjng in what are no,v knowo as che "conccoversial discussjons"-to 
reveal who was legitimarely within the bounds of psychoanalysis and who 
should be evicted from rhe psychoanalycic "house" (quoted in Makari, 
2008, p. 471). 

Ia an effort to avoid what psycboanalysr Riccardo Steiner (2000b, p. 6) 
describes as a "mechanisric juxtaposition of iocernal and exreroal historiog
raphies," I wish to highlighr not only the impaet of personal and group 
dynamics on the srorn, that ensued, but also the role of context, of what 




